
HPE GREENLAKE:
THE CLOUD THAT COMES TO YOU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: This slide serves as the backdrop to the meeting’s purpose and welcoming your customers and partners. Cloud experience everywhereThank you for engaging with HPE today. We’re excited to share our perspective on the ever changing digital transformation landscape—and our strategy to help customers, while learning more about your pressing challenges you’re facing in these uncertain times.TRANSITION: Let’s talk about the market shift happening in digital transformation.
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NOTE TO PRESENTERS



THE NEXT WAVE OF
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
WILL BE FUELED BY APPS AND DATA 

EVERYWHERE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: This slide conveys HPE’s bold point of view on how digital transformation is evolving.The next wave of digital transformation will be fuelled by apps and data everywhereDigital transformation is redefining customer experiences, business models and operations in every industry. The new decade has ushered in a new wave of digital transformation, where the apps and data that create and run enterprises are now underpinned by an operating model distributed across many clouds, and apps, data—and IP—live everywhere edge-to-cloud. Now, thanks to innovations in containers, edge computing, the shift to as-a-service business models, bringing new levels of financial flexibility, apps and data can live where they need to, no more trade-offs—and businesses can accelerate growth and innovation, everywhere.TRANSITION: In the first wave of digital transformation, cloud has only been accessible to a small fraction of apps and data, creating barriers to speed.  
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION HAS ONLY REACHED A FRACTION OF APPS & DATA

On premises reality
DATA GRAVITY, SECURITY,

PERFORMANCE, COMPLIANCE 70%
of apps are still outside 
the public cloud1

Modern cloud experience
SPEED AND AGILITY

Apps that can easily move
to the cloud, already have

1     IDC Cloud Pulse Q1 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: This slide highlights the shortcomings of the first wave of digital transformation, and what’s now possible in the next wave of digital transformation. Digital transformation has only reached a small fraction of apps and data First bridge: The first wave of digital transformation in the last decade was underpinned by the public cloud, a catalyst for new business models, experiences, efficiencies—and offering developers, and IT operations the speed and agility to build, learn and scale new apps and capabilities and simplify IT. Second bridge: But, aside from cloud-native apps, the vast majority of apps (70%)  that run the enterprise—ERP, CRM and more—lack the same speed and agility because they are not in the public cloud, they can’t easily be refactored for public cloud or they need to stay physically close to the data and other apps in data centers and colocations for data gravity, latency, application dependency and regulatory compliance reasons. And, with the data explosion at the edge and new ML/AI apps driving vast amounts of new data everywhere, data gravity, latency and application dependencies mean these containerized apps and cloud services need to be close to data to unlock insights all apps and data, everywhere, not just a small fraction of them. TRANSITION: We believe the cloud experience has to reach apps and data everywhere.IDC Cloud Pulse Q120
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NOW, DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION  ENABLES SPEED EVERYWHERE

Achieve the cloud experience
for all apps and data—

everywhere

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: This slide demonstrates HPE’s point of view on how . Now, digital transformation enables speed everywhereAt HPE we believe accelerating digital transformation in a distributed cloud world will be fueled by apps, data—and IP—everywhere, in edges, colocations and data centers.  The next wave of digital transformation will unlock the value of all apps and data, not just a small fraction of them, built on open source, cloud native technologies and optimized for a highly distributed-first world. This will give enterprises the agility and speed they need—and new sources of innovation to create new experiences, opportunities, and efficiencies in the next wave of digital transformation—and beyond. TRANSITION: HPE GreenLake is built for digital transformation 2.0—and brings the cloud experience everywhere. 



HPE GREENLAKE
THE CLOUD THAT COMES TO YOU

EDGES COLOCATION / DATACENTERS CLOUDS

Pay-per-use1Self-service Scale up
and down

Managed
for you

1     Reserve may apply
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: This slide introduces HPE GreenLake, and how it uniquely brings the cloud experience to apps and data everywhere. HPE GreenLake: the cloud experience everywhereHPE GreenLake brings the cloud experience—self-serve, pay-per-use, scale up and down and managed for you by HPE and our partners—to apps and data everywhere, in edges, colocations and data centers—enabling you to free up capital, boost operational and financial flexibility and free up talent to accelerate what’s next for you. With HPE GreenLake, customers get cloud services that are production-ready, elastic, for any scale—with a simple experience delivered to customer locations in as little as 14 days. Self-service: intuitive self-service portal provides simple point-and-click automated provisioning. Pay-per-use: boost financial flexibility, free up capital, better control costs and align costs to business outcomes 1 reserve may applyScale up and down: scale resources up and down as you need to with ease, and capacity ahead of demand.Managed for you by HPE and our partners: Management and governance services to operate the solutions for you, securely managed from HPE’s world-class IT Operation Centers (ITOCs) around the world, freeing up resources to be more productive providing data and insights through a unified portal, HPE GreenLake Central.Cloud services through HPE GreenLake include ML Ops, containers, data protection, VMs, compute, storage and much more—enabling customers to free up capital, boost operational and financial flexibility, free up talent—and innovate faster.HPE’s strategy is to deliver the cloud experience everywhere—enabling enterprises to eliminate complexity and silos across with common cloud ops tools, processes, and automation that offload the management of day-to-day operations, shifting resources to accelerate business outcomes. As the edge-to-cloud platform-as-a-service company, HPE helps you accelerate your digital transformation with a holistic strategy across technology, people, economics and sustainability. TRANSITION: Let’s look at how HPE GreenLake transforms apps, data and service delivery—and accelerates your outcomes.



HPE GREENLAKE ACCELERATES DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
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Transform your apps 
without costly, time-consuming 
refactoring

HPE GreenLake cloud services,
delivered to your edges, 
colocations and data centers 
enable you to:

Transform data for insights 
by creating your data services
and ML/AI capabilities, while 
meeting data gravity, sovereignty 
and compliance needs

Transform service delivery 
across every part of your business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The intent of this slide is to highlight outcomes delivered by cloud services through HPE GreenLake. HPE GreenLake accelerates digital transformationHPE GreenLake is a game changer in accelerating digital transformation edge-to-cloud with cloud services delivered in your locations—edges, colocations and data centers enabling you to: Transform your apps without costly, time-consuming refactoring with cloud services for containers through HPE GreenLake, with an enterprise-grade container platform with 100% open-source Kubernetes: HPE Ezmeral Container PlatformTransform data for insights by creating essential data services and AI competency, meeting needs for data gravity, sovereignty and compliance—and accelerating models at every stage of the ML lifecycle, at enterprise scale, speeding data science workflows with cloud services for ML Ops through HPE GreenLake built on HPE Ezmeral ML OpsTransform service delivery across every part of the business, every stakeholder by gaining  clarity to costs and controls everywhere, with visibility through one, integrated operating model, managed for you by HPE and our partnersTRANSITION: HPE GreenLake delivers cloud services for compute, storage, data protection, ML Ops, and more



HPE GREENLAKE CLOUD SERVICES

HPE GreenLake Central

MACHINE LEARNING SAP HANA MANAGED CLOUD 
SERVICES

BIG DATA HIGH PERFORMANCE 
COMPUTE DATABASE PLATFORM

NETWORKING VDI GOVERNANCE & 
MANAGEMENT

CONTAINERS VIRTUAL MACHINES

PRIVATE CLOUD DATA PROTECTION

COMPUTE STORAGE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: This slide highlights the robust portfolio of HPE GreenLake cloud services, all delivered with self-serve, pay-per-use, scale up and down, managed for you by HPE and our partners. HPE GreenLake ServicesHPE GreenLake offers a rich portfolio of cloud services delivered in edges, colocations and data centers. HPE GreenLake services deliver workload-optimized infrastructure, complementary software, and services to you on premises, to support your top workloads.Customers choose their workloads from emerging apps and data at the edge to the most data-intensive apps and high performance computing needs, optimized for the capacity you need, with purpose-built technology when—and where—it’s needed. Cloud services through HPE GreenLake support workloads ranging from VMs, databases, backup, SAP HANA, containers, compute and storage—and customers can create and manage the lifecycle of virtual machines and containers in the HPE GreenLake private cloudThe range of use cases continues to expand with our ecosystem of software, SI and cloud partners.TRANSITION: HPE GreenLake brings the cloud to you with an experience that’s simple and fast—for your most pressing needs—delivered to you in as little as 14 days.
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HPE GREENLAKE: NEXT GENERATION CLOUD SERVICES

HPE GreenLake brings the cloud to your apps and data at the edge, colocation, and data centers

Self-serve, pay-per-use1 , scale up and down and managed for you

Best cost,
Best performance,
Balance 

(Small / Medium /
Large)

SELF-SERVICE
CLOUD EXPERIENCE

ACCELERATED
CLOUD SERVICES

Point-and-click platform
to learn, price, operate

Pre-configured workload-optimized 
HW/SW in as few as 14 days to your door 

OPTIMIZED AND STANDARDIZED 
CONFIGURATIONS

Machine Learning Ops 

Data protection
Cloud and on-prem

Containers, VMs, 
storage, compute 

Networking

1     Reserve may apply

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: This slide highlights the newest, next-generation cloud services through HPE GreenLake.  HPE GreenLake: pre-configured cloud services, delivered in as few as 14 daysWith HPE GreenLake, customers get cloud services that are production-ready, elastic, for any scale—with a simple experience delivered to customer locations in as little as 14 days. Cloud services through HPE GreenLake include ML Ops, containers, data protection, VMs, compute, storage and more—enabling customers to free up capital, boost operational and financial flexibility, free up talent—and innovate faster.17 new pre-integrated configurations are available from the factory direct for the most popular HPE GreenLake services, in small medium large size for containers, VMs, storage, compute, data protection, and intelligent edge, all through an intuitive self-service portal and point-and-click automated provisioning, delivered in as little as 14 days with help to install and connect.TRANSITION: Let’s look at the simple point and click experience.



GET THE CLOUD EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR MOST COMMON WORKLOADS

Faster time to value with pre-configured, 
ready-to-ship offerings in as few as 14 days

Capacity you need when you need it—
in minutes, not months

Pay for what you use1 for simplicity and 
financial clarity

Free up IT resources to support strategic 
initiatives

17 configurations 
for cost-optimized, balanced and 
performance workload requirements

• General purpose
• Hyperconverged
• Enterprise-ready
• Private cloud

• Mission critical
• Business critical
• General purpose

• Composable
• General compute
• Storage optimized
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CONTAINERS

VMS

STORAGE

COMPUTE

Small
Medium
Large

Small
Medium
Large

Small
Medium
Large

Small
Medium
Large

• HPE Ezmeral
Container Platform

1     Reserve may apply

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: The purpose of this slide is to highlight the pre-configured cloud services for our customers most pressing, common need, delivered in as few as 14 days to edges, colocations and data centers. Get the cloud experience for your most common workloadsHPE GreenLake brings the modern cloud experience to apps and data where they are, with self-serve, pay-per-use, scale up and down, and managed for you by HPE and our partners—in colocations, data centers and edges. HPE is announcing a new generation of cloud services from GreenLake, bringing a new level of cloud speed and agility to the on-premises cloud services market, optimized for distributed clouds with self-service simplicity and scale that boosts financial and operational flexibility and frees up resources.These 17 new pre-integrated configurations available in small medium large sizes, from order to run at the edge, colocation, or data center in as few as 14 days.  These configurations are available for the most popular HPE GreenLake services including containers, VMs, storage, compute, data protection, and intelligent edge, all through an intuitive self-service portal and point-and-click automated provisioning, delivered turnkey with help to install and connect.TRANSITION: Next let’s look at the innovation we’re driving with the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform, transforming non-cloud native apps—and one platform for non-cloud native and cloud-native apps.
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ONE PLATFORM FOR NON-CLOUD NATIVE AND CLOUD-NATIVE APPS

Cloud-native applications

Streamline your development process and 
accelerate building cloud-native apps and 
deploying apps with DevOps and CI/CD

HPE Ezmeral
Container Platform • DevOps

• Microservices
• Containers

• Security enablement
• Multi-tenancy
• Persistent storage for stateful apps

Modernize your apps without costly 
refactoring—and gain efficiency, increase agility 
and provide application portability 

Non-cloud native applications

Pay-per-use1Self-service
Scale up

and down
Managed
for you

1     Reserve may apply
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: This slide highlights how HPE helps customers transform non-cloud native apps with the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform. One platform for non-cloud native and cloud-native appsHPE GreenLake brings the true cloud experience to your cloud-native and non-cloud native apps without costly refactoring with cloud services for containers through HPE GreenLake; containerizing non-cloud native apps improves efficiency, increases agility and provides application portability. Simple applications can take about 3 months while complex ones up to a year to refactor. With cloud services for containers through HPE GreenLake, customers can save this time get the benefits with 100% open-source Kubernetes right away. Built on the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform, customers can get the agility of containerization with persistent storage for their non-cloud native apps right away, saving time and money. With HPE Ezmeral Container Platform, non-cloud native, stateful enterprise apps can be deployed in containers without costly refactoring—enabling customers to bring speed and agility to non-cloud native apps with ease.  HPE GreenLake is a single platform for cloud-native and non-cloud-native workloads and helps customers avoid the costs of moving data and moving apps, and run workloads securely from edges, colocations and data centers—while meeting needs for latency, data sovereignty and regulatory compliance.With unique IP from our BlueData acquisition, the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform provides a container management control plane. With the fully integrated HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric—IP from HPE’s MapR acquisition—the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform integrates a high performance distributed file and object store a persistent storage for containers. These turnkey, pre-configured, cloud-connected solutions are delivered in as little as 14 days, and managed for you by HPE and our partners, so customers do not need to skill-up on Kubernetes. TRANSITION: Next let’s look at how cloud services for ML Ops through HPE GreenLake transform data for insights at every stage of the ML lifecycle. IDC Container Infrastructure Software Market Assessment: In-Depth Interviews Summary” April 2020



HPE Ezmeral ML Ops

TRANSFORM DATA FOR INSIGHTS AT EVERY STAGE OF THE ML LIFECYCLE

Cloud services for ML Ops through 
HPE GreenLake:

• Unlock the value of your data
with ML on premises

• Get data scientists up and running 
quickly 

• Seamlessly move models from pilot 
to production at enterprise scale

HPE GreenLake Central

Optimized ML configurations

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform

Pay-per-use1Self-service
Scale up

and down
Managed
for you

1     Reserve may apply

MONITOR

COLLABORATE

DATA PREP BUILD TRAIN DEPLOY
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: This slide highlights the key problems HPE GreenLake solves by bringing the cloud to apps and data in data centers, colocations and edges.  Transform your data for insights at every stage of the ML lifecycleCloud services for ML Ops through HPE GreenLake help customers operationalize AI/ML faster, avoid costs and risks in moving data, let data scientists and analysts choose their tools, and seamlessly scale from development to production at enterprise scale, speeding time to value of data science workflows and ML projects.  The service is powered by HPE Ezmeral ML Ops, an end-to-end data science AI/ML platform that brings DevOps speed and agility to the machine learning lifecycle (build, train, deploy and monitor ML models), delivered as a cloud service through HPE GreenLake, in your data centers, colocations and edges with self-service provisioning, automated management, pay-per-use, and elastic scale managed for you by HPE and our partners.TRANSITION: Next let’s look at how cloud services for data protection through HPE GreenLake protect your data everywhere, edge-to-cloud. 



PROTECT YOUR DATA EVERYWHERE, EDGE-TO-CLOUD

With cloud services for data protection 
through HPE GreenLake:

• Make data protection effortless as you 
meet every SLA at the right cost

• Protect your data as-a-service with 
elastic scale and pay-per-use

• Unlock the true value of your data and 
transform it to a value-added service

On premises Cloud
Modernize backup and recovery 
to/from cloud, and re-activate 

data for added value

Rapidly recover data on premises 
with robust, capacity-efficient, 

enterprise-wide data protection
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: The purpose of this slide is to highlight cloud services for data protection through HPE GreenLake. Protect your data everywhere, edge-to-cloudData is the lifeblood of every organization, and must be always-on, always-fast and protected.  As more data is generated faster than ever from the edge to the cloud, IT needs to modernize data protection to simplify operations, meet every SLA, while unlocking the value from their data. Data protection is a top priority for chief security officers because the threat landscape has grown right along with the attack surface. In addition, data volumes are predicted to reach 100 zettabytes generated by 2023, according to IDC, so there’s increasingly more data to secure, edge-to-cloud. But, many enterprises don’t have an effective data protection strategy in place, putting their business at risk.Customers want the agility and elasticity of the cloud but worry about data egress costs, lock-in, and security with the public cloud. Cloud services for data protection through HPE GreenLake delivers cloud services for the backup and recovery of data to and from the cloud—without egress costs or lock-in and with data invisible to hackers and ransomware—without egress costs to move data or lock-in to cloud providers.  Customers gain the data mobility and portability that’s needed to protect data wherever it is while keeping the business running at speed, without the costs—or the risk.As a true cloud service, customers can start backing up to the cloud within minutes and scale up or down on-demand, paying only for what is used, and avoiding egress costs with HPE Cloud Volumes Backup—transforming backup with open access to the public cloud—with the ability to activate data for disaster recovery, test/dev and analytics. TRANSITION: Next let’s look at how networking as-a-service, with cloud services through HPE GreenLake for Aruba help you manage your network.



SPEED INSIGHTS AT THE INTELLIGENT EDGE

HPE GreenLake for Aruba

Service 
Intelligence

Aruba Service Manager

Managed Connectivity Services

Aruba ESP & AI Ops

Support 
Analytics

Configuration 
Analytics

Software 
Analytics
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70%
of IT’s time is spent trying
to diagnose and fix issues1

1      Gartner Identifies 5 Network Cost Optimization Opportunities, Press Release, June 2019

Keep your Aruba network performing 
optimally with proactive service management 

Gain insights and efficiencies from Service 
Intelligence data analytics, workflow automation, 
and KPI alerting 

Choose your flexible service levels for 
onboarding, operating and updating your 
Aruba network

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: The purpose of this slide is to introduce managed connectivity services through HPE GreenLake for Aruba.Speed insights at the intelligent edgeRapid growth in mobile, IoT devices and sensors—and pace of change in network ecosystems—make it difficult to manage the volume and complexity, let alone prevent performance plateaus and service drop-off. Building upon HPE GreenLake for Aruba offerings for network monitoring and management, managed connectivity services you can now add live monitoring and intelligent operations of your network. These new capabilities help you simplify and unify management of mass volumes and vast types of devices with proactive service management and configuration best practices across your Aruba network.Available on a subscription-basis for any Aruba hardware and software, this service is underpinned by the recently-announced Aruba Edge Services Platform (ESP). Aruba ESP feeds data into AIOps from across the networks to proactively resolve issues across the WAN, wireless and wired infrastructure. AIOps can remediate nearly 80% of false positives experienced with typical alerts, improve IT efficiency by 40% by prioritizing actions and raising IT performance by 44% through visibility and reporting. Aruba experts can manage your Aruba network for you through Intelligent Operations, a 24x7 monitoring and remote operation, while providing you with a rich dashboard of insights tied to your KPIs, alerts, inventory management and more.  The service also includes Customer Experience Management to ensure outcomes with automation and best practices. Additionally, Managed Policy Services can remotely manage guest and device access. TRANSITION: Now let’s talk about the simple, fast, easy experience HPE GreenLake delivers.  Estimated based upon support team data from existing customers.2 A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting. The total Economic Impact (TMI) of HPE GreenLake, May 20183 IDC Whitepaper, sponsored by HPE. Business Value Enabled by HPE Datacenter Care Services, September 2017 Estimated based upon support team data from existing customers.A commission study conducted by Forrester Consulting. The total Economic Impact (TMI) of HPE GreenLake, May 2018IDC Whitepaper, sponsored by HPE. Business Value Enabled by HPE Datacenter Care Services, September 2017



HPE GREENLAKE BRINGS THE CLOUD TO YOU, FASTER

CHOOSE ORDER INSTALL GO!

Point-and-click 
experience Grow

over time

Pay for what 
you use1

Simplified IT for users Managed for you

HPE GREENLAKE 
SERVICES

HPE GREENLAKE 
CENTRAL

Services for your 
workloads, in just

a few clicks

Arrival in as little 
as 14 days

14

Experts
install and 

configure, on-site

Launch within
minutes of 

connecting to 
network

HPE GreenLake brings the cloud to you, faster
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: This slide shows the HPE GreenLake customer experience, how customers interact with HPE GreenLake Central and what we provide behind the scenes.  HPE GreenLake brings the cloud to youIn purple, customers use the self-service portal and operations console, HPE GreenLake Central, to get the information and insights they need to govern their clouds.  And they initiate requests to get the resources and analysis that they need, to support the businessIn green, we work behind the scenes with management services and automation, to do service request fulfilment, deploy infrastructure, meter, bill and manage capacity on premises, monitor, operate and take action to keep the infrastructure at its peak, and take care of versioning of the infrastructure to keep current.TRANSITION: Let’s look at how HPE GreenLake helps you transform service delivery to every part of your business.



TRANSFORM
SERVICE DELIVERY

Accelerate how you deliver 
services across the business 

Data scientists

“Give me the insights 
to take my ML pilots 

to production.”

CFO
“Tell me how much 

I am spending.”

Legal and 
Compliance

“Keep my 
business from 

risk.”

CIO

“Manage my services 
for me, so we can focus 

on better things.”

IT Ops
“Tell me when I need 

more capacity.”

HPE GreenLake 
Easily add services

through a single portal
and gain deeper

insights for action

“I can speed 
development and 

release code faster.”

Developers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: The purpose of this slide is to demonstrate the value to each persona across the business. Transform service delivery: HPE GreenLake brings the cloud experience to your location, helping you transform the services you deliver across your business.DevOps:  fast provisioning of IT resources; developers love the simplicity and speed of deploying resources in the public cloud, and now you can achieve the same experience with HPE GreenLake in your edges, colocations and data centers.Data science teams: accelerate insights for data science teams giving them powerful tools to take ML pilots to production with DevOps agility at every stage of the ML lifecycle. CFO:  intuitive consumption analytics provide clarity to costs and usage for on-premises HPE GreenLake deployments, as well as public cloud. This enables better decisions about where to align IT spend, how to optimize costs, and when to plan for more capacity—and frees capital, boosts financial flexibility. Legal:  continuous compliance capabilities monitor over 1500 business and technical controls, so your compliance officers can quickly see where and why you’re out of compliance and how to remedy any issuesAccelerate time to value for lines of business—experiment faster with less risk, avoid up-front capital investments—and scale from pilot to production with ease in your locations.CIO:  it’s easy for CIOs to keep tabs on key KPIs across the business’ hybrid estate.  Check IT spending, forecast capacity, and monitor compliance, all through an intuitive point-and-click interface.IT Ops:  detailed capacity information so IT Ops can always see how much capacity is being used across your HPE GreenLake resources, compare to committed capacity, and project what’s forecasted to be needed in the future.TRANSITION: Let’s look at how HPE GreenLake Central delivers the simple, point-and-click experience for cloud services in your locations.
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REDEFINE EXPERIENCES WITH HPE GREENLAKE CENTRAL

Cost controls to optimize 
spend across clouds

Capacity ready ahead of 
demand with built-in buffer

Simple and fast for developers 
to spin up resources 

HPE GreenLake Central
Intuitive, self-serve, point-and-click

portal and management console

Continuous compliance for 
over 1,500 controls
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Faster insights for data science 
teams, with choice of tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: The purpose of this slide is to share how valuable, insightful and simple HPE GreenLake Central.Redefine experiences with HPE GreenLake CentralHPE GreenLake helps customers quickly and easily get rich insights and controls, unified across clouds for easy, instant action to enhance experiences, reduce costs, mitigate risk, ensure regulatory compliance and run the business better, with a simple, self-service portal, HPE GreenLake Central.HPE GreenLake Central is an advanced software platform that provides customers with a consistent cloud experience for all apps and data, through an online operations console that runs, manages and optimizes their entire hybrid cloud estate through an intuitive, self-service portal that uniquely meters actual cloud usage with unprecedented transparency to cloud costs and usage, with cost KPIs integrated into a single self-serve dashboard. The recommendation engine in HPE’s Consumption Analytics Portal helps optimize resources, predict capacity needs and optimize cloud spend. HPE GreenLake provides sophisticated governance and continuous monitoring of over 1,500 compliance controls for all of the major regulatory frameworks, helping customers spot and fix any issues, fast—with the confidence to pass any audit through HPE Managed Compliance Controls.  Visibility into usage and spend, and active capacity planning with powerful consumption analytics in the HPE GreenLake Central management platform enables transparency to see costs by service type, location, or other parameters, and aggregated usage across on-premises and cloud deployments in AWS and Microsoft Azure, unified in one management console, giving stakeholders what they need, faster.  Customers can be assured they always have the capacity needed for workloads with a built-in buffer to enable scale to meet unexpected spikes in resource demand. Near-real-time visibility into usage against reserve and buffer capacity, enables HPE to scale up capacity ahead of customer needs business growth.TRANSITION: Let’s look at how our customers are driving business value with HPE GreenLake today.



• Porsche

• Nokia

• Accenture  / Deloitte / CapGemini
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: This slide shares examples of how our customers are realizing the value of as-a-service with HPE GreenLake today—establishing HPE as a trusted, credible partner in delivering cloud services.All over the world our customers are driving value with HPE GreenLake:Porsche Informatik is accelerating application development, decreasing data center complexity, and increasing responsiveness, with HPE GreenLake. With a fully managed hybrid cloud environment in which it only pays for what it consumes, the company can plan capacity ahead of use to avoid overprovisioning. This is optimizing its operations through metering and capacity management. The solution is compatible across on- and off-premises data centers, is simple to operate, and supports virtual machines and containers. Resources required for each workload are ready to deploy in minutes, not months, allowing Porsche Informatik to innovate and better serve employees, dealers and customers on a global scale. Press release: https://www.hpe.com/us/en/newsroom/press-release/2019/10/porsche-informatik-accelerates-innovation-with-hpe-greenlake-and-hpe-synergy.htmlNokia: leverages HPE GreenLake to operate the vLab in a consumption-based IT model, Nokia Software only pays for the storage capacity used, creating a very manageable and predictable monthly operating expense. Yet, with HPE GreenLake, the resources are in place to grow as needed without the time and expense associated with new capital investments. “With HPE GreenLake, we can always add capacity by simply building on the hardware investment we already have available to us,” Kytömäki remarks. “It provides us a more frictionless way to scale and keep up with our R&D demands.” Case study: https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/getdocument.aspx?docname=a50001046enwZenuity: HPE is partnering with Zenuity, a leading developer of software for self-driving and assisted driving cars to develop next-generation autonomous driving cars. HPE will provide crucial artificial intelligence (AI) and high-performance computing (HPC) infrastructure Zenuity needs to develop next generation autonomous driving (AD) systems. HPE will deliver this as a managed service, creating an easy-to-use environment for Zenuity’s developers as they test, learn and validate new generations of its flagship AD software—delivered as-a-service with HPE GreenLake. Zenuity is a joint venture between Volvo Cars (VCC) and Veoneer, two Swedish companies whose names are synonymous with automotive safety. Press release: https://www.hpe.com/us/en/newsroom/press-release/2020/01/zenuity-and-hewlett-packard-enterprise-join-forces-to-develop-next-generation-autonomous-driving-cars.html TRANSITION: Let’s look at how our experts help you accelerate your digital transformation.



EXPERTISE TO HELP YOU ACCELERATE YOUR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
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Design Modernize Operate
Expertise to help you define and 
architect your right mix of clouds,

for each of your workloads

Extensive cloud experience and IP
to accelerate your cloud migration

at every scale

Automated services that monitor, 
operate, and optimize your 

infrastructure and applications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: The purpose of this slide is to convey the value of our experts at every step. Expertise to help you accelerate your digital transformationHPE Pointnext Services and our partners bring expertise to accelerate digital transformation, helping customers define their right mix of clouds based upon their business objectives and needs—through a holistic approach across technology, people and processes, economics and sustainability. Our experts help customers design the right approach for each workload, modernize and move/migrate to the right mix for all workloads, at every scale, with our IP, proven methodologies and then optimize and manage it for customers. Cloud services through HPE GreenLake are fully managed for customers. Securely managed from HPE’s world-class IT Operation Centers (ITOCs) around the world, customers benefit from HPE filling skills gaps, and freeing up resources to be more productive. We handle the performance tuning, capacity planning lifecycle management, updating firmware, patch management and monitoring critical KPIs of performance, uptime, time to resolution, ticket status. HPE GreenLake Management Services are is available in 24 time zones, over 30 languages, 7x24x365 with 8 Global IT Operations Centers that leverage over 5,000 HPE GreenLake Management Services experts. Data and insights are available through the portal, HPE GreenLake Central, the unified management portal that helps customers optimize operations. TRANSITION: Let’s look at the proven value of HPE GreenLake our customers are experiencing.



ACCELERATING VALUE WITH HPE GREENLAKE

1 A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting, The Total Economic ImpactTM of HPE GreenLake , May 2020
2 IDC White Paper, sponsored by HPE, The Business Value of HPE GreenLake Management Services, January 2020

30-40%
CAPEX savings due
to eliminated need
for overprovisioning1

75%
shorter time to deploy 
digital projects1

85%
less unplanned 
downtime2

40%
increased IT team productivity 
by reducing the support load 
on IT1

COSTTIME RISK CONTROL & INSIGHT
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: The purpose of this slide is to convey the business value of HPE GreenLake.   This is where to start, as HPE GreenLake is less about the technology and more about improving our customers’ business outcomes HPE GreenLake provides clear business value Forrester Research and other analysts have closely examined HPE GreenLake and find the benefits: Save time: HPE GreenLake helps customers shorten the time to deploy digital projects by 75%Reduce risk: HPE GreenLake enables customers to simplify IT and spend 85% less time “keeping the lights on”Lower costs: 30-40%  CAPEX savings due to eliminated need for overprovisioning1Increase control and insight: HPE GreenLake increases IT team productivity by 40% by reducing the support load on IT and providing insights through HPE GreenLake Central on how to better manage capacity, performance, compliance and costs to enhance how you govern your clouds1 The Forrester Research ROI estimator tool can estimate your potential ROI from HPE GreenLake, based on their analysis and study.  Discover your ROI potential: https://tools.totaleconomicimpact.com/go/hpe/greenlake/index.html TRANSITION: HPE GreenLake continues to lead the market.



HOW HPE GREENLAKE
LEADS

Breadth and depth of

offerings, partners, technologies

True
pay-per-use1 on-premises, 
based on actual metered 
usage1

Active
capacity planning; drives 
cost savings and eliminates 
overprovisioning

UNIQUE EXPERTISE

~$4B
TCV booked
to date

~1000
Customers, 50+ countries 
globally

Unique IP
through acquisitions and organic 
investment

10+
years of IT
as-a-service 
on premises

700+
partners ready 
and selling

Inherently

multi cloud &

multi-stack

>90%
customer 
retention
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1 Reserve may apply

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: This slide demonstrates the leadership and unique differentiation of HPE GreenLake.�HPE GreenLake delivers unique valueHPE GreenLake leads the industry for on-premises cloud services, with approx. $4b in contract value and customers of every size, in every geography and industry around the world. With GreenLake, HPE has been pioneering the service experience on-premises for years, bringing pay per use, scalable, and managed cloud services to clients. Inherently multi cloud and multi stack—choice that mirrors our customers’ needs16 patents granted, 39 more pending from the development of HPE GreenLake Hybrid CloudTrue pay-per-use on-premises, based on self service portal and actual metered usage (not product financing or subscription)Active capacity planning—when combined with pay-per-use and metering drives cost savings and eliminates overprovisioningMaturity—decade of leadership/experience in IT as-a-service on-premisesBreadth and depth of offerings, partners, technologiesHPE cloud expertise is open and unbiased, with over 1,000 successful cloud migrations—bolstered with acquisitions of CTP & RedPixieTRANSITION: How would you like to bring the cloud to you?



NEXT STEPS

• Assess and define your right mix of clouds

• See the demo of HPE GreenLake

• Discover your ROI from HPE GreenLake with Forrester Research ROI estimator tool

• Try and buy cloud services through HPE GreenLake today
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Visit hpe.com/GreenLake for more information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: This is slide to help you create a next step. Thank your audience and suggest next steps to continue the conversation focused on the needs of your customer or partner. Next stepsDiscover your ROI from HPE GreenLake with Forrester Research ROI estimator tool https://tools.totaleconomicimpact.com/go/hpe/greenlake/index.htmlTry and buy cloud services through HPE GreenLake today!Assess and define your right mix of cloudsSee the demo of HPE GreenLake TRANSITION: We look forward to helping you accelerate your enterprise in Digital Transformation 2.0!

https://tools.totaleconomicimpact.com/go/hpe/greenlake/index.html


THANK YOU
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CLOUD SERVICES ON-PREMISES

1     Reserve may apply

Choose the services for your workloads
With workload-optimized infrastructure

Free up your resources
Rely on expertise to support, meter, and manage your 
capacity needs, with additional services as needed to 
operate any or all of your IT stack

Pay only for what you consume
Pay monthly for what you use based on advanced metering1

Always have capacity ahead of demand
Scale with ease with an installed buffer as we actively 
monitor, manage, and deploy capacity ahead of demand
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BUSINESS APPLICATION

Production 

Local buffer
Decrease

usage

Increase
usage

Pay only for 
what you use1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intent of slide: The purpose of this slide is to show how cloud services in edges, colocations and data centers work.  Cloud services through HPE GreenLake: how it worksHPE GreenLake is a service that brings on premises infrastructure consumption to customers today.  With variable payments based on actual metered usage, rapid scalability using an onsite buffer of extra capacity, and enterprise-grade support, it brings a cloud—like experience for infrastructure on premises.  Choose the services for your key workloads, choose the operating experience, and pay with a workload—related metric. With variable payments based on actual metered usage, rapid scalability using an onsite buffer of extra capacity, and enterprise-grade support, eliminate overprovisioning without running out of capacityWe support, meter, and manage the capacity and add additional services as needed to operate portions of your IT stack. Engage HPE Pointnext Services Advisory and Professional services to design and implement the infrastructure to be ready quickly.   HPE and our partners manage it for you, so you can put your staff to better use.
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